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Mad-Made
Disasters
A man-made disaster results
from hazards caused by human
beings. Man-made disasters can
be divided into three categories:
technological disasters, social
disasters and environmental
disasters. Technological
disasters include industrial
accidents such as chemical spills
and transportation accidents.
Social disasters include
terrorism and warfare.
Environmental disasters include
deforestation and climate
change.

PREPARE WITH EDEN
With EDEN, you can learn how
to:
Build an emergency supply
kit
Create a family or business
emergency plan
Determine your hazard risk
Make your home safer
Obtain public emergency
information and stay
informed during a disaster
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Natural
Disasters
Natural disasters are a
significant threat to human
health and safety, property,
critical infrastructure, and
homeland security. Natural
disaster are naturally occurring
severe weather events. Natural
disasters occur both seasonally
and without warning. Different
regions and climates experience
different types of natural
disasters.

PREPARE WITH EDEN
With EDEN, you can learn how
to:
Review threats that are
specific to a given location.
Create appropriate “Go Kits”
for each location
Devise a communications
plan to aid in reunification of
families and co-workers.
Be aware of local protocols
for operation of outdoor
warning sirens and
evacuation routes
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Biosecurity
Disasters
Biosecurity refers to procedures
intended to protect humans,
plants or animals against
diseases and harmful biological
agents. Threats from biosecurity
disasters can come from
pandemic diseases and manmade bioterrorism. Biosecurity
also includes measures aimed
at preventing the introduction
and spread of harmful
organisms such as viruses and
bacteria to minimize the risk of
transmission of infectious
disease.

PREPARE WITH EDEN

Visit EDEN's
website to
learn more.

With EDEN, you can learn how
to:
Review threats that are
specific to a given location.
Build an emergency supply
kit
Learn how diseases spread
and how to protect yourself
with proper immunizations
Obtain public emergency
information and stay
informed during a disaster
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Preparing for Disasters
with EDEN

The Extension Disaster Education Network
(EDEN) links more than 200 Extension
professionals to use and share resources
to reduce the impact of disasters. Because
the impact of all disasters is local, the
network gives county based educators the
tools they need to help communities and
individuals prepare for, respond to, and
recover from all disasters.
There are many different types of
disasters and hazards. It is important to
learn the risks you face and ways to stay
up-to-date with current conditions. A key
first step in disaster preparedness is
understanding the types of hazards
prevalent in your community. To do this,
you can find EDEN’s Disaster Series online
at https://extensiondisaster.net/.
https://extensiondisaster.net/

